Weapons D6 / VerdanTech Uz-8 Repeat
VerdanTech Uz-8 Repeater
The Urban Zone 8 light repeater is one of Verdant Technologies weapons that got a bad name. The
weapon was deisgned to be
a trench and bunker sweeper for the Empire. It used a circular powerpack that could cahrge up over
twice as many shots as
a regular rifle. The weapons was short and easy to handle and sweep about. However the Empire didn't
like the weapon but
gangsters did. Gangsters boguht the weapons in large quantaties because the weapon had great
stopping power and could be
concealed under a long coat. The weapon became infamous as a gang warfare weapon, and many times
in gang ifnested areas
speeders would drive by while a person elaned out a window and fired an Uz-8 at a group of people.
These 'drive by
shootings' became typical gang tactics.
Model: Verdant Technologies Uz-8 Light Repeating Blaster
Type: Urban Zone Repeater Blaster
Scale: Character
Skill: Blaster: Uz-8
Ammo: 250
Cost: 2500 credits
Availability: 2, X
Fire Rate: 5
Range: 3-50/350/550
Damage: 5D+2
Game Notes: On constant fire mode, when a target is hit by an Uz-8 shot,
roll one die. If the roll is 1-4, roll normal damage. If the
roll is 5-6, damage is x2 (because of the intense rate of fire,
the character is likely to be hit by more than one blast bolt).
(constant fire mode fires 25 shots per round)
The firer may chose to concentrate all fire on one target
instead of sweeping while on constant fire. The difficulty
for the shot then gets a +10 modifer on it however if the 'shot'
hits, then it does 11D+1 damage instead of 5D+2.
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